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Case Report
A chondroid lipoma in the muscle of the trunk back: a
rare case report and review of the literature
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Abstract: Chondroid lipoma, a benign soft tissue tumor and a subtype of the lipoma, is extremely rare and can
be easily mistaken as myxoid liposarcoma and myxoid chondrosarcoma. Here we report a chondroid tumor in the
muscle of the trunk back in a 50-year-old female. The tumor was noticed by the patient and growing slowly for a year
and had a rapid growth for 3 months before she came to the hospital. The tumor was about 4 cm×3 cm and entirely
encapsulated. The cutface was fat-like without hemorrhage and necrosis. The tumor cells showed lipoblastic differentiation and were arranged in nests and embedded in a chondroid matrix. Immunostaining shows diffusely positive
vimentin expression, weak S-100 expression and very low Ki67-index of less than 1%. According to these findings,
it was diagnosed as a chondroid. The patient experienced no relapse at a 3 years follow-up after total resection of
the tumor. Chondroid lipoma is an extremely rare benign adipose tumor which should be carefully differentiated with
myxoid liposarcoma and myxoid chondrosarcoma to avoid overtreatment.
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Introduction
Chondroid lipoma is a benign soft tissue tumor
showing adipose differentiation [1]. This variant
of lipoma is extremely rare and mainly found in
adult women [1, 2]. Meis reported 20 cases of
chondroid lipoma in 1993 and 16 cases were
females [2]. The tumors were mainly located in
the proximal extremities and limb girdles [1, 2].
In this case, the patient was a 50-year-old female and had a mass in the muscle of her trunk
back, which is a relative rare site of chondroid
lipomas. Boets also reported a chondroid lipoma of the trunk [3]. The tumors are usually
deep-seated, though they can occur superficially or deeply [1, 4]. Intramuscular lesions are
quite common [1, 4]. Escobar reported a case
of chondroid lipoma in the deltoid muscle of the
left shoulder [5]. Yıldız presented a intramuscular chondroid lipoma in the pelvis [6]. Chondroid
lipoma has unique morphological features
with chondromyxoid or fibrochondroid matrix
[1, 7-11]. Nielsen’s study examined the ultrastructure of 2 cases of chondroid lipoma and

found that there were abundant intracytoplasmic lipid, glycogen and pinocytotic vesicles in
the tumor tissues which indicated that chondroid lipomas are white fat, but not chondrogenic tumors [12]. As there are frequently myxoid or chondroid matrix in chondroid lipomas,
they are easily mistaken as myxoid liposarcoma
and myxoid chondrosarcoma, which were malignant tumors and commonly need radiotherapy
[2, 13]. To avoid overtreatment, careful investigation of the clinical features, growing patterns,
histopathological and immunostaining features
are strongly suggested.
Case presentation
The patient was a 50-year-old female. She found a mass in her trunk back about a year and
3 months before she came to the hospital. The
mass was growing slowly for a year. The mass
was found to have a rapid increase in size 3
months before the patient came to the hospital
for a check and treatment. She had no pain in
her back. She explained no fever, weight loss
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Results
There was fibrous capsule around the tumor (Figure 1A).
Lobulation was also seen inside the tumor tissues (Figure
1B). The tumor cells were arranged in nests (Figure 1C).
There was chondroid matrix in
the tumor tissues (Figure 1D,
1E). Round vacuolated tumor
cells were mingled with mature adipose tissues (Figure
1C). There were also tumor cells with eosinophilic cytoplasm
(Figure 1F). The atypia of the
tumor cells was not marked.
No nuclear mitosis was found.
No hemorrhage and necrosis
were found in the tumor tissues.

Figure 1. Histological features of the tumor. Encapsulation (A, the arrow)
and lobulation (B, the arrow) were seen in the tumor tissues. The tumor cells
were arranged in nests (C, the black arrow). There were chondroid matrix
in the tumor tissues (D, E, the arrows). Round vacuolated tumor cells (the
green arrow) were mingled with mature adipose tissues (the red arrow) (C).
There were also tumor cells with eosinophilic cytoplasm (F). (A, B: ×100; C,
D: ×200; E, F: ×400).

and other symptoms. She had no other tumor
history.
The tumor was totally resected. It was situated
in the muscle of the trunk back. It was about 4
cm×3 cm. The tumor was entirely encapsulated
and well defined. The cutface was yellow, fatlike and relatively firm. There were no hemorrhage and necrosis detected.
Materials and methods
Immunohistochemistry was performed according to the instruction of the producer. This study
was approved by the institutional Ethics Committees of China Medical University and conducted in accordance with the ethical guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki.
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Immunohistochemical staining shows that the tumor cells
were negative for actin(sm)
(Figure 2A). The tumor cells
were diffusely positive for vimentin (Figure 2B). S-100 staining were weak (Figure 2C).
Ki67 index was very low and
less than 1% (Figure 2D).

The patient received a surgery
of the tumor and no other therapy. There was no local recurrence or tumor metastasis at a flow-up of 3
years after the surgery.
Discussion
Chondroid lipoma is an extremely rare benign
soft tissue tumor showing adipose differentiation [1]. It commonly affects females [1, 2, 14].
In the 6 cases of chondroid lipomas that Mentzel reported, 4 cases were females and 2
cases were males [14]. While Meis reported 20
cases in which 16 cases were females [2].
Chondroid lipoma commonly involves adults [2,
14]. In Meis’s report, the ages of the patients
ranged from 14 to 70 years old and the median
age were 36 years [2]. The ages of patients in
Mentzel’s report ranged from 34 to 75 years
old [14]. However there was a report of a tumor
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Figure 2. Immunohistochemical staining of the tumor. Actin(sm) was negative in the tumor cells (A). Vimentin was diffusely positive (B). S-100 staining
was weak (C). Ki67 index was very low and less than 1% (D).

in a 7 year-old child in the right thigh [15]. In the
current case, the patient was a 50-year-old
female.
The most frequent sites that chondrod lipoma
localize are proximal extremities and limb griddles [1]. There were some chondroid lipomas in
rare sites reported. Park reported an intraneural chondroid lipoma on common peroneal nerve [16]. Darling reported a case of chondroid
lipoma in the oral cavity [17]. Villarroel reported
2 cases of chondroid lipomas in the tongue
[18]. Choi reported a right supraclavicular chondroid lipoma [19]. Vasili reported an incidental
finding of chondroid lipoma at total hip arthroplasty [20]. The tumor of the current case was
located in the trunk back which is also a relative rare site.
Histologically, chondroid lipoma has many similarities with myxoid liposarcoma [2, 21]. Thus it
is easily be mistaken as myxoid liposarcoma.
There are tumor cells with lipoblastic differentiation in both tumors [1]. Myxoid matrix can be
also found in both tumors [1]. However, the mxoid stroma with a characteristic branching vascular pattern was mainly seen in myxoid liposarcoma but not chondroid lipoma [1]. As chondroid matrix is usually a characteristic feature of chondroid lipoma, another main differentiation is myxoid chondrosarcoma. There is
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myxoid-chondroid matrix in
both tumors [1]. However, the
tumor cells showing lipoblastic differentiation are mainly
seen in chondroid lipoma. Chondroid lipoma is a benign tumor which doesn’t need radiotherapy which is unlike myxoid
liposarcoma. So it is important for an appropriate diagnosis to avoid overtreatment. Metaplastic bone formation can
be seen in chondroid lipoma,
though very rare [22, 23]. Al
yousef reported a case of chondroid lipoma in which osteoclast-like multinucleated giant
cells were seen in the tumor
tissues [24]. Chondroid lipoma can also mimic pleomorphic adenoma on cytology
[25].

Immunohistochemical staining may helpful for
diagnosis of chondroid lipomas. The tumor cells
of chondroid lipoma commonly show diffuse
vimentin expression [1]. However in the 4 cases
investigated by de Vreeze, 1 case showed no
vimentin expression [26]. In addition the tumor
cells of chondroid lipoma can also be focally
positive for Cytokeratin (CK) [14]. Kindblom
analyzed 13 cases of chondroid lipoma and
none showed actin(sm) immunostaining [27]. In
the current case, the tumor cells showed diffusely staining for vimentin but negative for
actin(sm) which was consistent with these reports. The tumor cells in the current case showed very weak focal staining for S-100.
Gomez-Ortega reported a case of chondroid
lipoma in the submandibular region in a 21year-old man which also showed focal weak
expression of S-100 [28]. de Vreeze investigated 4 cases of chondroid lipomas using IHC and
found that 2 case were S-100 positive, 1 case
was focally positive and 1 case was negative
[26]. In the 4 cases, actin(sm) was all negative
as in the current case [26]. Ki67 index was usually very low [27] as in the current case, which
also supports that chondroid lipoma is a benign
tumor.
Chondroid lipoma usually presents as a slowly
enlarging mass [1]. The sizes of chondroid lipoma range from 2 to 7 cm [1]. Jorwekar reported
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a case of giant chondroid lipoma of breast
which was about 15×6×4 cm [29]. There were
some reports of chondroid lipomas showing
recently rapid growth [1, 15]. In Patne’s case
of a 7 year-old child, the tumor also grew rapidly
after a year of slow growth [15]. In the current
case, the patient also experienced a rapid growth of the tumor after slowly growing for 1
year. There was no report of malignant transformation of chondroid lipoma to liposarcoma.
What does the rapid growth mean remains
unknown. Complete surgical excision is commonly curative and local recurrence is rare [1].
The 2 patients that Villarroel reported both received surgery and neither had relapse 2 years
after the surgery [18]. Patne’s case also showed no local recurrence or metastasis 4 years
after the surgery [15]. Capodiferro presented a
case of chondroid lipoma of the tongue effectively treated by Diode laser excision [30]. In
the current case, the patient did not recur at a
flow-up of 3 years after the surgery.
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Conclusion
Chondroid lipomas are very rare benign lipomatous tumors which may be easily mistaken as
myxoid liposarcoma and myxoid chondrosarcoma. It is important for an appropriate diagnosis
to avoid overtreatment. The clinical features of
the patient and the growing pattern of the
tumors are also very useful for an appropriate
diagnosis.
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